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NARRATIVE

DP- “Understudies - Season 1”  -  Web Series  -  Comedy2013

Episodes: 1 - 6

Comedy series featuring a famous broadway cast about the life of a naive understudy living in NYC.

DP- “Reaching Home”  -  Short  -  Drama2013
A loving drama about a nautical family trying to return to normal after the passing of their father.

DP- “Broken Badge”  -  Short  -  Drama2013
Based on the true life of an NYPD o�cer who after saving a man’s life in Times Square commits suicide.

DP- “The Kings Pawn”  -  Short  -  Sci-�2013
An alternate history take on the famous 1997 chess match between Gary Kasparov and IBM’s Deep Blue.

DP- “Tobacco Burn”  -  Short  -  Drama2013
A period �lm about a slave on a tobacco farm in the 1830s who trades his innocence for freedom from a madman.

DP- “Wall�owers - Season 2”  -  Web Series  -  Comedy2013

Episodes: 1 - 7

SpotCo-commissioned second season of the popular comedy web series about single thirty-somethings in NYC.

DP- “Soliloquy”  -  Short  -  Art Project2015
A collaboration with award-winning choreographer Heidi Latsky for a visual interpretation of modern dance for the 
Whitney Museum of American Art 

DP- “Concrete River”  -  Short  -  Drama2015
A dispirited young musician struggles between ful�lling his dreams and carrying out the criminal activities set out 
for him by his oppressive older brother.

DP- “Kill Me”  -  Short  -  Thriller2015
Ray did something bad. Real bad. Now he’s looking over his shoulder... and dying to stay alive.

DP- “Bargain By Hail Street”  -  Short  -  Thriller2015
The devil meets his match on Earth when a woman who he falls in love with turns out to teach him the art of love.

DP- “Couch Surfer”  -  Short  -  Comedy2015
An American woman invites an Aussie into her home for a weekend stay on the couch only to �nd her home �lled 
with his seemingly endless succession of debaucherous friends outstaying their welcome.

DP- “Have You Seen Calvin?”  -  Short  -  Comedy2015
This perfect 1950’s nuclear family has a secret member of the family, a gimp who runs away from home to �nd 
himself in the big city.

DP- “Cain”  -  Short  -  Sci-�2014
When a Neanderthal rescues a human child from the woods, he unwillingly attracts the attention of a more advanced 
and dangerous species.

DP- “The Sonnet Project”  -  Short  -  Art Project2015
A modern cinematographic interpretation of Shakespeare’s sonnet #144 for the NYC Shakespeare Sonnet Project

DP- “Agent of Death”  -  Short  -  Thriller Comedy2015
When death comes knocking at a young couple’s door, a comptetition plays out to see who stays and who goes.

DP- “Ivory Shadows”  -  Short  -  Horror2014
A father moves his family into a house which is scarred by the remnants of a murdered family’s spirits.

DP- “Jerome’s Bouquet”  -  Short  -  Drama2014
A 75 year old pick-pocket peddles the streets of the East Village for a day’s spoils.

DP- “Movement to Contact”  -  Short  -  Action2013
A team of commandos storm a building in Afghanistan to �nd their target who has greater plans for them.

DP- “Capture”  -  Short  -  Thriller2013
A man �nds an abandoned camera on the Brooklyn Bridge only to �nd that it’s a trap left by an other worldly 
phantom.

DP- “Nothing Personal”  -  Short  -  Drama2015
A National Geographic photographer comes back from a dangerous assignment on a volcano only to �nd that his 
agent has swindled him out of his money.
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DP- “Breakup Tour” - Short - Comedy2012

DP- “Ghetto Bird” - Short - Drama2012

DP- “Soul Winner” - Short - Drama2012

DP- “Detached” - Short -Drama2011

DP- “Alto” -  Short - Thriller2009

DP- “I Stood Up” - Short - Drama2008

DP- “AGE-D - Short - Art Project2005

DP- “Berenice”  -  Short  -  Horror2011

DP- “Mammal Drama”  -  Web Series  -  Sci-� Comedy2012

DP- “Rockaway Opera”  -  Short  -  Art Project2012

Episodes: “News�ash” - 6 min
“Nano Farm” - 5 min
“Craftwerks” - 4 min

Dark comedy sci-� web series commissioned by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

Experimental high framerate piece on hurricane Leslie Atlantic swells and surfers in Rockaway, NY

Romantic comedy following a phony tour of the West Village in NYC. 2nd place prize at Tropfest 2012.

Drama following two lovers breaking up in City Island, NYC.

Drama following a young missionary and a doubt-causing dilemna in Hot Springs, Arkansas. 

A �lm following the dangerous life of a young man in post 9-11 Harlem, NY.

Drama that challenges the 21st century understanding of native American culture in Los Angeles

Drama. A man deals with the guilt of surviving the London bombings of 2004. Winner of the Smoke & Mirrors 48hr �lm 

DP- “Big Mistake” - Short - Drama2007
Drama. A young father in London is caught having an a�air and is confronted by his best friend. 

DP- “Hair” - Short - Comedy2007
Comedy. A small business is robbed by a thief that only has good intentions.

DP- “Equinox” - Pilot - Action2007
Action. A group of celtic warriors tries to assassinate a Roman general in North Wales.

Thriller. Edgar Allan Poe adapted screenplay following the psychotic life of Eageus.

Romance. Experiemental �lm about the meeting of two lovers.

DP- “Possum” - Short - Drama2007
Drama. A young child is forced to deal with the death of her father.


